
CMU 15-251 Fall 2018

Homework 5
Writing session on Wednesday October 17

1. (SOLO) Let G = (V,E) be a tree with |V | ≥ 4 such that the neighbor of every leaf has
degree at least 3. Prove, in two ways, that some pair of leaves must have a common neighbor.
Your first proof should be by induction, and your second proof should use a degree counting
argument (i.e., use the fact that the sum of the degrees is twice the number of edges). For
fun, you can try to think of a 3rd and even a 4th different way of proving the same statement.

2. (SOLO) Let G be bipartite graph with the property that there exists some d ≥ 1 such that
every vertex of G has exactly d neighbors. Show that G must contain a perfect matching.

3. (SOLO) In the standard Stable Matching problem, the preference list for each person is
strictly ordered. Here, we consider the modification in which the preference list of any person
is allowed to contain ties. We define 2 different notions of stability:

(i) There is no pair (m,w) such that m strictly prefers w over his current partner, and w
strictly prefers m over her current partner.

(ii) There is no pair (m,w) such that m either strictly prefers w over his current partner or
is indifferent between w and his current partner, and w either strictly prefers m over her
current partner or is indifferent between m and her current partner.

(As before, we do require the matching to be a perfect matching.) For each of the stability
notions defined above, determine with proof whether a stable matching always exists.

4. (GROUP) Consider the following game played on a connected undirected graph G:

(i) Initially Player 1 chooses a vertex u to start on.

(ii) Player 2 chooses a vertex v neighboring u and then deletes u and all the edges incident
to u from the graph.

(iii) Player 1 chooses a vertex w neighboring v and then deletes v and all the edges incident
to v from the graph.

(iv) etc.

Note that a chosen vertex is removed from the graph so that it cannot be rechosen in subse-
quent rounds. A player loses the game if, on their turn, they are not able to pick a vertex.

(a) Show that if G contains a perfect matching, then there is a winning strategy for player
2 (i.e., there is a strategy for player 2 that ensures that he always wins the game no
matter what player 1 chooses to do).

(b) Show that if G does not contain a perfect matching, then there is a winning strategy for
player 1.

5. (GROUP) A popular set in a graph G = (V,E) is a subset U ⊆ V such that every edge
e ∈ E has at least one of its endpoints in U . We say that a popular set is a minimum popular
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set in G if it has the smallest size among all popular sets in G. Let p(G) denote the size of a
minimum popular set in G.

Recall that a maximum matching in G is a matching with the largest size among all matchings
in G (the size of a matching is the number of edges in the matching). Let m(G) denote the
size of a maximum matching in G.

In general graphs (i.e. in graphs that are not necessarily bipartite), we have p(G) ≥ m(G)
(and you will prove this below). The main goal of this problem, however, is to prove that
p(G) = m(G) in bipartite graphs G.

We recommend going over the concept of augmenting paths and the proof of Hall’s theorem
before attempting this question.

(a) Let G be any graph. Prove that for any popular set U and any matching M in G,
|U | ≥ |M |. (Note that this implies p(G) ≥ m(G).)

(b) Construct a graph G where the size of every popular set in G is strictly larger than the
size of a maximum matching in G (i.e., construct G such that p(G) > m(G)). Is your
graph G bipartite?

(c) It turns out that in bipartite graphs, p(G) = m(G). By part (a) above, to prove this,
you only need to show p(G) ≤ m(G) in bipartite graphs. And in order to show this, you
can argue that if M is a maximum matching, then one can find a popular set U∗ such
that |U∗| ≤ |M | (take a moment to think about why this implies p(G) ≤ m(G)).

The proof of this is divided into two cases. We cover the first case in this part of the
problem.

Fix your bipartite graph G = (X,Y,E) and a maximum matching M in G. Prove that
if M matches every vertex in X, then there is a popular set of size |M |. So in this case,
we can in fact conclude p(G) = m(G).

(d) In this part, we assume M does not match every vertex in X. Let S ⊆ X be the vertices
in X unmatched by M . We turn the original graph into a directed graph as follows.
Direct the edges of M from Y to X and the remaining unmatched edges from X to Y .
Let D ⊆ X ∪Y be all the vertices reachable by a directed path starting from a vertex in
S (note that S ⊆ D). Note that this construction is very similar to the one in the proof
of Hall’s theorem from the notes.

Define U∗ = (X \D) ∪ (Y ∩D). Prove that U∗ is a popular set in G. And then show
that |U∗| ≤ |M | by arguing that every vertex of U∗ is matched in M by a distinct edge
of M .

Conclude that p(G) = m(G) in bipartite graphs.

6. This problem has 2 parts. You may want to use part (a) in your solution to part (b).

(a) (SOLO) Let G = (V,E) and write ∆ = max{deg(v) : v ∈ V }. Show that G is (∆ + 1)-
colorable.

(b) (OPEN) A graph G = (V,E) is triangle-free if there do not exist u, v, w ∈ V such
that all three pairs are connected by an edge. Give a polynomial-time algorithm with
the following property: Given an input graph G = (V,E) which is guaranteed to be
triangle-free, the algorithm outputs a valid (3

√
|V |+O(1))-coloring. (Note: If the input

graph is not triangle-free, it doesn’t matter what your algorithm does. In other words,
you may assume that the algorithm is only ever run on graphs that are triangle-free.)
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7. (BONUS-SOLO) Fix a positive integer r. Suppose the edges of the complete undirected
graph on n vertices are colored using c colors. Show that if n > rc, there must be a monochro-
matic path of length r. (A monochromatic path is a path in which all the edges are colored
with the same color.)
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